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We take a game-theoretic approach to consensus in committee-based blockchains. Proposers send blocks
to the other committee members, who can check block validity and vote for blocks. Blocks receiving a
qualified majority of votes are accepted. Opportunistic players interact with adversaries. All are rational
and play best responses, but opportunistic players maximize expected net rewards, while adversaries seek
to disrupt blockchain consensus. Free riding implies the prescribed protocol is not an equilibrium, while
there exist equilibria without consensus, even when adversaries are few. There also exists an equilibrium
achieving consensus, in which players are endogenously privotal, which deters free-riding. We propose a
simple modification of the prescribed protocol to make this equilibrium a focal point.
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1.

Introduction

Distributed ledgers share information within a network of participants. Blockchains are distributed
ledgers recording information in an an evolving list of ordered blocks, each consisting of one or
more transactions. There is no central authority deciding which block to add. Instead, participants must reach consensus on the blockchain and its updating. A major challenge is to design a
protocol achieving such consensus. Different protocols are employed. In the proof-of-work protocol (see Nakamoto (2008)), participants are miners, and one randomly drawn miner gets to add
the new block. The major problem with proof-of-work is that mining consumes a lot of energy.
Committee-based protocols, such as, e.g., Algorand, HoneyBadger, HotStuff or Tendermint, are
* Thanks for insightful comments to participants at The Economics of Distributed Ledger Technology Conference at
Cambridge University, The Central Bank Research Association conference, The Carnegie Mellon University Distinguished Blockchain Seminar, The International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multi-agents Systems, and
also to Denis Gromb, Tristan Tomala, and Luigi Zingales.
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more sustainable. In these protocols, several participants exchange messages to decide which block
to add (see Gilad et al. (2017), Abraham et al. (2016), Amoussou-Guenou et al. (2018), Decker
et al. (2016), Eyal et al. (2016), Kokoris-Kogias et al. (2016), Miller et al. (2016), Yin et al. (2019).)
Computer science offers insights in the interaction between processes in blockchains.1 An important question in these analyses is whether blockchains can achieve consensus when correct processes,
following the prescribed protocol, interact with faulty processes. Put otherwise, the question is
whether the blockchain is robust to the risk that some processes are faulty. A particularly damaging type of faulty processes are Byzantine processes, who can take any arbitrary action to disrupt
blockchain consensus. Taking a different approach, game theory studies interaction between rational players, following best response strategies which in equilibrium are common knowledge.
At the conjunction between computer science and game theory, in line with the seminal contributions of Abraham et al. (2006), Afek et al. (2014), Aiyer et al. (2005), Groce et al. (2012),
Halpern and Vilaça (2016), we study the interaction between opportunistic players and adversaries
in committee based blockchains. We assume all players are rational and play best responses, but
they have different preferences: Opportunistic players maximize expected net rewards, while adversaries seek to disrupt blockchain consensus at any cost. We study if consensus arises in the Perfect
Bayesian equilibria of that game.
Consensus is achieved when the outcome of the interaction between the processes satisfies the
three following properties: Termination: every non-adversary participant decides on a value B (i.e.,
decides which block to add to the chain); Agreement: if there is a non-adversary participant that
decides a value B, then all the non-adversary participants decide B; Validity: a decided value
by any non-adversary participant is valid, it satisfies the predefined predicate. In our analysis,
adversaries, who endeavour to disrupt consensus, try to make invalid blocks accepted or prevent
termination.
The workings of the blockchain we study are the following: At each height of the blockchain, a
committee is selected. Committee members interact in a sequence of rounds. At the beginning of
each round, one of the committee members is selected to be the proposer and sends a block to the
others. When receiving a block, committee members decide whether to check its validity or not,
and whether to send a vote for the block or not.2 Checking validity is costly (in terms of electricity
and computer space) and so is sending votes. When a block receives a qualified majority of votes
in a round it is accepted and added to the blockchain. In that case, the network participants
move to the next height in the chain. Otherwise, if the number of votes for the block is below the
1
2

In the present paper, the computer science term “process” can be translated, in game theory terms, as “player;”

Sending a vote message amounts to voting in favour of the block, while not sending any message means that the
player is not in favour of the block.
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majority threshold, the block is not added to the chain. In that case, the protocol moves to the
next round, in which a new proposer sends a block to the other committee members. When a block
is accepted, the committee members who voted for the block receive a reward. When an invalid
block is accepted, opportunistic players incur a cost. While the reward for blocks is specified in the
protocol, the cost incurred by opportunistic players reflect the reputational loss of the blockchain
in which they participate, and of which they hold the native currency. This sequence of moves and
gains and losses defines a dynamic game.
Our first contribution is to write down i) the pseudo-code of the prescribed protocol and the
protocols followed by opportunistic players and adversaries, as well as ii) the extensive form of the
corresponding dynamic game, which iii) clarifies the link between the two. Our second contribution
is to analyze the Perfect Bayesian Equilibria of that game. Key to these equilibria are coordination
and free-riding problems among opportunistic players. Coordination problems arise when opportunistic players don’t vote, because they anticipate the others won’t vote. This problem can easily
be solved by reimbursing the cost of sending messages (which are observable). Free-riding problems
arise because opportunistic players are tempted not to check a block’s validity when they expect the
others to check it. Free riding is a severe problem because checking is unobservable and costly. This
creates a form of moral hazard. Because of free riding, the prescribed protocol (in which processes
are supposed to check validity and vote for valid blocks only) is not an equilibrium. Moreover,
there exist equilibria in which consensus is not achieved. We show, however, that there also exists
an equilibrium in which consensus obtains, because equilibrium strategies are such that committee
members are endogenously pivotal, which deters free riding. We propose a simple modification of
the prescribed protocol to make equilibrium consensus a focal point (see Schelling (1960)).
The next section discusses the literature to which our paper is related. Section 3 presents the
system model and protocol. Section 4 presents the game and Section 5 its equilibria. Section 6
briefly concludes.

2.

Literature

Our analysis is related to the literature on Byzantine consensus-based blockchains. Castro and
Liskov (1999) analyzes strong consistency in a Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) protocol. In order
to use a BFT protocol in an open setting such as blockchains, recent research endeavoured to find
secure mechanisms to select committees of fixed size over time (e.g. Gilad et al. (2017), David
et al. (2018)) and to propose incentives to promote participation Abraham et al. (2016). While,
this literature allows messages to be delayed and Byzantine processes to equivocate, we assume
away these difficulties to simplify the problem. On the other hand, while the literature on BFT
protocols focuses on correct and Byzantine processes, we in contrast consider rational processes.
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Our analysis, therefore, is in line with the papers analyzing blockchains with rational participants.
Kiayias et al. (2016), Kroll et al. (2013), and Biais et al. (2019), study Nash equilibria in proofof-work blockchain protocols. Abraham et al. (2016) presents Solidus, an incentive-compatible
BFT protocol for blockchains. Groce et al. (2012) consider an environment with rational and
honest participants and provide protocols that tolerate rational adversaries. In contrast with the
cooperative game approach in Groce et al. (2012), we take a non-cooperative game approach.
Also in a non-cooperative game framework, Halpern and Vilaça (2016), prove that in a fully
rational setting, if participants can fail by crashing, there is no ex post Nash equilibrium solving
the fair consensus problem (where fair means that the input of every agent is decided with equal
probability), even with only one crash. Afek et al. (2014) proposes protocols solving consensus
and renaming under the assumption that participants may be rational and offers a game theoretic
analysis.
An important ingredient in models of rational choices is the specification of players’ utilities.
Lysyanskaya and Triandopoulos (2006) proposes an incentive compatible protocol robust to a
coalition of up to f faulty players, when the players’ utilities reflect whether a decision is reached
or not, as well as the value of the decision. Abraham et al. (2006) proposes an incentive-compatible
protocol for secret sharing with rational participants when some utilities can be unknown. Halpern
and Vilaça (2020) show there is a Nash equilibrium achieving consensus when an agent’s utility
depends only on the consensus value achieved and not of the number of messages the agent sends.
In contrast with these analyses, in our model utilities are known and reflect not only whether and
which blocks are added, but also the costs of the actions (checking, sending) taken by the players.
These costs make the analysis more complex, but also give rise to new economic effects, such as
free riding.
Manshaei et al. (2018) also offers a non-cooperative game-theoretic analysis of free-riding in
committees. In the protocol they consider, multiple committees run in parallel to validate a nonintersecting set of transactions (a shard). They show that rational agents can free-ride when rewards
are equally shared. Differences between our analysis and Manshaei et al. (2018) are that we consider
i) a dynamic game, ii) the interaction between adversaries and opportunistic players, and that iii)
due to the presence of adversaries some blocks can be invalid.

3.

System model and protocol

Blockchain: A blockchain is a growing sequence of blocks, to which new blocks can be appended.
Once a block is in the blockchain, it cannot be modified nor removed. The block at position h ≥ 0
in the blockchain is said to be at height h, and the first block at height 0 is the initialization block.
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System model: For each given height h, we consider a system composed of a finite and ordered set
Π, called committee, of synchronous sequential processes or players, namely Π = {p1 , . . . , pn } where
process pi is said to have index i. We assume each player is aware of its index. In the following, we
refer to process/player pi by its index, say process i. Hereafter, the words “player” and “process”
are taken to have the same meaning. The protocol defines the sequence of moves followed by the
processes when adding blocks to the chain.
Processes behaviour: In this paper, we consider a variant of the BAR model Aiyer et al. (2005)
where all processes are rational and are either opportunistic or adversary. Opportunistic processes
are self-interested and seek to maximize their expected utility, which is equal to the expectation of
the rewards they obtain net of the costs they incur. Opportunistic processes follow the prescribed
protocol if and only if doing so maximizes their expected utility. In line with Aiyer et al. (2005), the
objective of adversary processes is to prevent the protocol from achieving its goal, and to reduce
the opportunistic processes utility, no matter the cost. We denote by f the number of adversary
processes in the network.
Consensus properties: Consensus is defined as follows:
Definition 1 We say that consensus is achieved when the following properties hold:

 Termination: every non-adversary process decides on a value (a block);
 Agreement: if two non-adversary processes decide respectively on values B and B 0 , then B = B 0 ;
 Validity: a decided value by any non-adversary process is valid, it satisfies the predefined predicate.
We use the concept of external validity introduced by Cachin et al. (2001). The validity predicate
must be known by all processes and is defined by the given application. External validity was later
adapted by Crain et al. (2017) as a well-suited validity concept for blockchains.
In the definition of the consensus properties, we use the word “decide” to stick with the classical
definition of distributed consensus. Instead of “Process X decides value Y” it would be more correct
to say “Process X considers Y as the consensus value”. Both sentences have the same meaning for
a correct process. With opportunistic processes, the two sentences may have a different meaning.
With adversaries or opportunistic process, it may happen that the decision of the consensus is
different from the internal decision of some process.
Rounds, phases and steps: The n processes interact during at most n rounds. Each round is
divided in two sequential phases: the PROPOSE phase and the VOTE phase. These two phases
encapsulate the main ideas of consensus protocol for committee-based blockchains.3
3

Chan and Shi (2020), extended this two phases approach to multiple communication and failure models. They point
out the importance and sufficiency of the PROPOSE and VOTE phases in consensus algorithms for blockchains.
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Each phase is divided into three sequential steps: the send step, the delivery step and the compute
step. We assume that the send step is atomically executed at the beginning of the phase and the
compute step is atomically executed at the end of the phase.
The phase has a fixed duration that allows collecting all the messages sent by the processes at
the beginning of the phase during the delivery step. At the end of a phase, a process exits from
the current phase and starts the next one.
The processes communicate by sending and receiving messages through a reliable broadcast
primitive.4 Messages are created with a digital signature, and we assume digital signatures cannot
be forged. When a process i delivers a message, it knows the process j that created the message.
We assume messages cannot be lost.
Algorithm 1 Prescribed Protocol for a given height h at any process i
1: Initialization:
2:
vote := nil
3:
r := 0
4:
decidedV alue := nil

/* Current round number */

5: Phase PROPOSE(r) :
6:
Send step:
7:
if i == isProposer(r, h) then
8:
proposal ← createValidValue(h) /* The proposer of the round generates a block, i.e. the value to be proposed */
9:
broadcast hPROPOSE, h, r, proposali
10:
Delivery step:
11:
delivery hPROPOSE, h, r, vi from proposer(r)
/* The process collects the proposal */
12:
Compute step:
13:
if isValid(v) then
14:
vote ← v
/* If the delivered proposal is valid, then the process sets a vote for it */
15: Phase VOTE(r) :
16:
Send step:
17:
if vote 6= nil then
18:
broadcast hVOTEi , h, r, votei
/* If the proposal is valid, the process sends the vote for it to all the validators */
19:
Delivery step:
20:
delivery hVOTE, h, r, vi
/* The process collects all the votes for the current height and round */
21:
Compute step:
22:
if |hVOTE, h, r, vi| ≥ ν ∧ decidedV alue = nil ∧ vote 6= nil ∧ vote = v then
23:
decidedV alue ← v; exit
/* The valid value is decided if the threshold is reached */
24:
else
25:
vote ← nil
26:
r ←r+1

Prescribed protocol: Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-code for a correct process, following the
prescribed protocol. For each round t ∈ {1, ...n} a committee member is designated to be the
proposer for the round in a round robin fashion. The isProposer(t, h) function returns the id of the
proposer for the current round (line 11). The function, by taking as parameter the current height,
deterministically selects the proposer on the basis of the information contained in the blockchain
up to h (the actual selection mechanism is out of the scope of this paper).
4

A broadcast is reliable if the following conditions hold: i) safety: every message delivered by a process has been
previously sent by a source, and ii) liveliness: every process eventually delivers every message sent by a source.
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During the PROPOSE phase, the proposer of the round generates a block. In the prescribed
protocol, the proposer uses the function createValidValue(h), which creates a valid bloc. Because
a valid block must include the identifier of the hth block in the blockchain, the height h is passed
as parameter (line 8). Once the block is created, a message broadcasting the proposal is sent (line
9). At line 10 the proposal is received through a delivery function. In the prescribed protocol, each
process is correct and checks if the proposal is a valid value (line 13). If so, the process sets its vote
to the value (line 14).
During the VOTE phase, any process that set its vote to the current valid proposal sends a
message (i.e., a vote) to the other members of the committee (line 18). During the delivery step,
sent messages are collected by every process. During the compute step, each process verifies if a
quorum of ν > 1 votes for the current proposal has been reached. If the quorum is reached, the
process voted for the value and did not already decide for the current height, then it decides for
the current proposal (line 23) and the protocol ends. If the quorum is not reached, then a new
round starts (line 26).
When there are only correct processes, following the prescribed protocol, consensus is reached.
Pseudo-code for opportunistic processes and adversaries: While correct processes just follow the
prescribed protocol, opportunistic and adversary processes choose actions to maximize their objective. Processes choices are represented in the pseudo-code (Algorithm 2) by dedicated variables,
namely, actionpropose , actioncheck , and actionsend , defined at lines 5 − 7. Each action, initialized to
nil, can take values from the set {0, 1}. Those values are set by calling the functions σipropose , σicheck ,
and σisend , respectively, returning the strategy for the process i.
Strategy σipropose determines if the proposer i chooses to produce a valid proposal, in which case
actionpropose takes the value one, or an invalid one, in which case actionpropose takes the value 0,
(lines 12-16). In both cases, the proposal is sent in broadcast (line 17).
Strategy σicheck determines if the receiving process chooses to check the validity of the proposal,
in which case actioncheck takes the value 1, or not, in which case actioncheck takes the value 0. If
the process chooses to check the validity (line 22), it also updates its knowledge about the validity
of the proposal and it incurs cost ccheck . Otherwise, the process does not observe if the proposal is
valid or not (validV alue[t] remains set to ⊥).
Strategy σisend determines if the receiving process chooses to send a vote, in which case actionsend
takes the value 1, or not, in which case actionsend takes the value 0 (line 24-30). Note that the
strategy σisend depends on the knowledge the process has about the validity of the proposal. The
strategy determines if the process chooses to send its vote for the proposal or not . When a process
chooses to send a vote for the proposal, it incurs cost csend .
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Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code for a given height h modeling the rational process i’s behavior
1: Initialization:
2:
vote := nil
3:
r := 0
4:
decidedV alue := nil
5:
actionpropose := nil
6:
actioncheck := nil
7:
actionsend := nil
8:
validV alue[] := {⊥, ⊥, . . . , ⊥}

/* Current round number */

/* validV alue[r] ∈ {⊥, 0, 1} */

9: Phase PROPOSE(r) :
10:
Send step:
11:
if i == isProposer(h, r) then
/* σipropose ∈ {0, 1} sets the action of proposing a valid block or an invalid one
12:
actionpropose ← σipropose ()
13:
if actionpropose == 1 then
14:
proposal ← createValidValue(h)
15:
else if actionpropose == 0 then
16:
proposal ← createInvalidValue()
17:
broadcast hPROPOSE, h, r, proposali
18:
Delivery step:
19:
delivery hPROPOSE, h, r, vi from proposer(h, r)
20:
Compute step:
21:
actioncheck ← σicheck ()
/* σicheck ∈ {0, 1} sets the action of checking or not the validity of the proposal
22:
if actioncheck == 1 then
23:
validValue[r] ← isValid(v)
/* The execution of isValid(v) has a cost ccheck
24:
actionsend ← σisend (validValue)
/* σisend : {⊥, 0, 1} → {0, 1} sets the action of sending the vote or not
25:
if actionsend == 1 then
26:
vote ← v
/* The process decides to send the vote, the proposal might be invalid

*/

*/
*/
*/
*/

27: Phase VOTE(r) :
28:
Send step:
29:
if vote 6= nil then
30:
broadcast hVOTEi , h, r, votei
/* The execution of the broadcast has a cost csend */
31:
Delivery step:
32:
delivery hVOTE, h, r, vi
/* The process collects all the votes for the current height and round */
33:
Compute step:
34:
if |hVOTE, h, r, vi| ≥ ν ∧ decidedV alue = nil ∧ vote 6= nil ∧ vote = v then
35:
decidedV alue = v; exit
36:
else
37:
vote ← nil
38:
r ←r+1

4.

Game

In this section we offer a game theoretic formulation of the protocol presented in the previous
section. Recall that the number of adversaries is denoted by f , while the supermajority threshold
needed for block acceptance is denoted by ν. Each player i observes its own type, θi , which can be
adversary (θi = θa ) or opportunistic (θi = θs ).
While ν is a parameter of the protocol, commonly known by all participants, f can be random
variable, but we assume it is common knowledge that 0 < f < ν < n − f . f < ν means that adversaries don’t have the majority, while ν < n − f means opportunitistic players have the majority.
Together these conditions imply that f < n2 , i.e, there is a strict majority of opportunistic players.
One could expect these assumptions to imply that consensus should be achieved. This is not the
case, however. As shown below, termination or validity may fail to hold in equilibrium.
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Action space: At each round t the proposer decides which block to send to each of the other
players. The proposer can thus choose whether to send a valid block or an invalid one. For simplicity
we assume that proposing a valid or invalid block is costless.
After receiving the proposed block, each player first decides whether to check the block’s validity
or not (at cost ccheck ), and then decides whether to send a message (at cost csend ) or not.
Information sets: We assume opportunistic players only observe their own type.5 Adversaries, in
contrast are assumed to know the types of all players. This assumption is in line with that, often
made in computer science, that adversaries (or Byzantine processes) are very powerful and can
collude. The goal is to test whether the blockchain is robust to adversary attacks. If a blockchain
resists the attack of very powerful adversaries, it means it is very robust.
The information set of player i, at the beginning each round t, which we denote by ηit , includes
 the observation of the round number t,
 the player’s own type θi , and also when i is an adversary the types of all the other players,
 when t > 1, the observation of what happened in previous rounds, namely (i) whether i decided

to check validity, and in that case the knowledge of whether the block was valid or not, (ii) how
many messages were sent, and (iii) whether a block was produced or not.
Then, in the Compute step of the PROPOSE phase, each player decides whether to check the
validity of the current block or not. Denote by bt the block proposed at round t. When the player
does not decide to check validity, isValid(bt ) is the null information set, while if the player decides
to check, isValid(bt ) is equal to 1 if the block is valid and 0 otherwise. So, the player information
set becomes Hit = ηit ∪ isValid(bt ).
Strategies: At each round t ≥ 1, the strategy of player i is a mapping from its information set
into its actions. If the player is selected to propose the block, its choice is given by σipropose (ηit ).
Then, in the Compute step of the PROPOSE phase, the player’s strategy is given by σicheck (ηit ).
Finally, in the Send step of the VOTE phase, the player must decide whether to send a message
or not, and that decision is given by σisend (Hit ).
Rewards and Costs for Opportunistic Players: We assume that, when a block is produced, only
the players which sent a message receive a reward, denoted by R. This is in line with practice,
e.g., in the Tendermint protocol, see Amoussou-Guenou et al. (2018). In addition, we assume that
when an invalid block is produced, all opportunistic players incur cost κ.
We assume the reward R is larger than the cost ccheck of checking validity, which in turn is larger
than the cost csend of sending a message. Additionally, we assume that the reward obtained when a
block is produced is smaller than the cost κ of producing an invalid block. Thus we overall assume
κ > R > ccheck > csend .
5

If adversaries were detectable, they could be excluded, and therefore could not harm the system.
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Rewards and Costs for Adversaries. The adversaries have lexicographic preferences over the
outcome of the game, in order, they prefer:
1. Outcomes that do satisfy Termination, but not Validity;
2. Outcomes that do satisfy Validity, but not Termination;
3. Outcomes that do satisfy Termination and Validity;
Adversaries are assumed to care only about the outcome of the protocol and neglect the costs
of their own actions.
Objective of opportunistic players: Let T be the endogenous round at which the game stops. If
a block is produced at round t ≤ n, then T = t. Otherwise, if no block is produced, T = n + 1. In
the latter case, the termination property is not satisfied.
At the beginning of the first round, the expected gain of opportunistic player i is:
#
(R ∗ 1(σsend (H T )=1) ∗ 1(block produced at T ) − κ1(invalid block produced) )
i
i 

PT
Ui = E
|ηi1 ,
− t=1 ccheck 1(σcheck (ht )=1) + csend 1(σsend (H t )=1)
"

i

i

i

i

where 1(.) denotes the indicator function, taking the value 1 if its argument is true, and 0 if it is
false.
Then, at the beginning of round t > 1, if T ≥ t, the continuation payoff of the opportunistic
player with information set ηit is
#
"
(R ∗ 1(σsend (H T )=1) ∗ 1(block produced at T ) − κ1(invalid block produced) )
i
i


PT
|ηit .
Wi,t (ηit ) = E
− s=t ccheck 1(σcheck (hs )=1) + csend 1(σsend (H s )=1)
i

i

i

i

Equilibrium concept: Since we consider a dynamic game with asymmetric information, the relevant equilibrium concept is Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium Fudenberg and Tirole (1991), intuitively
defined as follows:
Definition 2 A Perfect Bayesian equilibrium an n-tuple of strategies, such that all players 1)
choose strategies that are optimal given their preferences and beliefs, 2) rationally anticipate the
strategies of the others, and 3) draw rational inferences from what they observe, using their expectations about the strategies of the others and Bayes law, whenever it applies.
A Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (PBE) is a Nash equilibrium, Nash (1951), so players bestrespond to one another. It imposes additional restrictions, to take into account the fact that the
game is dynamic and that players can have private information and must draw rational inferences. Rationality implies that each player’s beliefs are consistent with Bayes law, when computing
probabilities conditional on events that have strictly positive probability on the equilibrium path.
Perfection implies that at each node starting a subgame the players’ strategies form a Nash equilibrium of that subgame. In this context, to show that a strategy is optimal it is sufficient to show
that it dominates any one-shot deviation, Blackwell (1965).
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Equilibria
Equilibrium without termination

Suppose an opportunistic player anticipates the others won’t send any vote. In that case, the player
anticipates that, even if he/she sent a vote, no block would be accepted, since there would be only
one vote and ν > 1. So, when an opportunistic player anticipates the others won’t vote, he/she
prefers to also abstain from voting: his/her message would not change the outcome of the vote,
and would only result in the player incurring cost csend . A fortiori, it is suboptimal for the player
to check validity, since it would only result in incurring cost ccheck without otherwise changing the
outcome of the game.
Now turn to adversaries, who, in contrast with opportunistic players, can coordinate their moves.
Should they choose to all vote for invalid blocks? Such a move would result in f < ν votes in favour
of the invalid block. So the block would still not be accepted. Consequently, adversaries (weakly)
prefer not to send votes, and, a fortiori, not to check validity.
The above remarks imply that, when players expect the others not to vote, their best response
is also not to vote. This implies no block is ever accepted. In this context, it is weakly optimal for
opportunistic proposers to send valid and for adversary proposers to send invalid blocks.
These remarks are summarized in our first proposition:
Proposition 1 There exists an equilibrium in which an opportunistic proposer sends a valid block
and an adversary proposer sends an invalid block, while all other players do nothing, i.e., they
neither check validity nor send messages.
In the equilibrium of Proposition 1, no block is ever produced, i.e., there is no termination.
This failure of consensus reflects a coordination failure among players, who coordinate on a bad
equilibriuml in which no one votes.
Now, votes are observable. So one could modify the protocol to reimburse csend to the players.
As shown below, this would not be enough to eliminate coordination problems.
5.2.

Equilibrium without validity

Our next proposition shows there can also be coordination failures with regard to block validity
checks.
Proposition 2 There exists an equilibrium in which: i) An opportunistic proposer sends a valid
block while an adversary sends an invalid block. ii) When receiving blocks, opportunistic players
don’t check validity but send a vote. iii) Adversaries vote in favour of invalid blocks. Thus, when
the proposer is opportunistic a valid block is accepted, while when the proposer is adversary an
invalid block is accepted.
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In the equilibrium of Proposition 2 there is termination, at the first round, but validity does not
always hold. Opportunistic proposers send valid blocks. It is optimal for them to do so because it
leads to the production of a valid block, earning them reward R, while if they had sent an invalid
block, which would also have been accepted, their payoff would have been R − κ. Adversaries,
however, find it optimal to send invalid blocks, which are accepted. Adversaries, of course, also
find it optimal to send a vote when an invalid block is proposed, while they find (at least weakly)
suboptimal to vote for valid blocks.
The main problem in the equilibrium of Proposition 2 is the behaviour of opportunistic players,
who send votes without checking validity. Why do they find it optimal to do so? Why don’t they
prefer to follow the prescribed behaviour, which is to check validity and send a vote only if the
block is valid?
The problem is that, when the other opportunistic players follow the equilibrium strategies, an
opportunistic player deviating to the prescribed behaviour would be unable to alter the outcome
of the protocol. Valid blocks would still get n − f votes and be accepted, while invalid blocks
would get n − 1 votes and also be accepted. Thus following the prescribed behaviour would give
opportunistic players the following expected payoff
R − ccheck − Pr(valid) ∗ csend − Pr(invalid) ∗ κ,
which is lower than their equilibrium payoff
R − csend − Pr(invalid) ∗ κ
because
ccheck > (1 − Pr(valid)) ∗ csend .
Another deviation that could be interesting for opportunistic players would be to abstain from
voting (and from checking validity).6 This would however give expected payoff − Pr(invalid) ∗ κ,
which is lower than the equilibrium payoff.
Thus, again, consensus fails to obtain due to a coordination failure among opportunistic players.
Each opportunistic player finds it suboptimal to check block quality when the others don’t. In a
sense, checking validity (and voting for valid blocks only) can be interpreted as producing a public
good. In the equilibrium of Proposition 2, opportunistic players free ride on the supply of the public
good. In a sense the problem is more acute than in Proposition 1: In the case of Proposition 1, one
way to solve the coordination problem was to reimburse the cost of sending messages. This does
6

The other deviations: check but don’t vote or check and vote irrespective of validity are obviously dominated by
the equilibrium action.
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not work for Proposition 2 because validity checks, while costly, are unobservable. In that sense,
Proposition 2 reflects moral hazard among the opportunistic players.
Our game theoretic approach, in which all players (or processes) are rational, contrasts with
the standard approach in computer science, in which some processes are correct and assumed to
follow the prescribed protocol, while other processes are Byzantines. In that standard computerscience approach a typical result is that, if the number of Byzantines is lower than a threshold,
then consensus obtains. In contrast, Proposition 2 states that even if f is very low, as long as it is
not zero consensus may fail. This is because, in addition to attacks by adversaries, we consider a
new source of fragility: coordination problems and free riding among rational, but opportunistic,
players.
5.3.

The prescribed protocol is not an equilibrium

While the above analysis shows that deviations from the prescribed protocol can form an equilibrium, it does not rule out the possibility that the prescribed protocol would be an equilibrium
strategy. We now examine that point. Recall that the prescribed protocol entails proposing valid
blocks, ii) checking validity of block received and iii) sending vote for valid blocks only. If the n − f
opportunistic players follow that strategy, then consensus obtains: As long as the proposer is an
adversary the block is invalid and rejected, and the first time the proposer is opportunistic, the
proposed block is valid and a majority n − f > ν of committee members votes for that block, which
is therefore accepted. Unfortunately, as stated in the next proposition, it is not an equilibrium that
all opportunistic players follow the prescribed strategy at all rounds.
Proposition 3 If ν > f + 1, then it is not an equilibrium that all opportunistic players follow the
prescribed protocol at all rounds.

Proof of Proposition 3: In the candidate equilibrium all opportunistic players follow the prescribed strategy, while adversaries propose invalid blocks and then send votes for invalid blocks.
Suppose that during the first f − 1 rounds the proposer is an adversary, so that the proposed block
is rejected and we reach round f . At round f , the block is valid with probability

n−f
n−f +1

and invalid

with the complementary probability. Suppose n − f − 1 opportunistic players follow the prescribed
strategy. If the last opportunistic player also plays the prescribed strategy, he/she gets expected
payoff equal to
−ccheck +

n−f
1
(R − csend ) +
(R − csend ),
n−f +1
n−f +1

where the first term is the cost of checking the validity of the block proposed at round f , the second
term is the probability that that block is valid multiplied by the net reward in that case, and the
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third term is the expected net reward from round f + 1. The candidate equilibrium expected payoff
at round f simplifies to
−ccheck + (R − csend ).

Now suppose the last opportunistic player deviates from the prescribed strategy by sending a
vote at round f without checking validity. If the block is valid, it gets n − f > ν votes and gets
accepted, so that the opportunistic player gets payoff R − csend . If the block is invalid, the number
of votes it gets is f + 1 < ν. So the block is not accepted and we move to round f + 1 at which the
block is accepted. In that case, the opportunistic player gets payoff −csend + (R − csend ). Thus the
overall expected payoff from the deviation is
−

csend
+ (R − csend ),
n−f +1

which is larger than the expected payoff from the prescribed strategy.
At rounds prior to f similar arguments apply: Now suppose that during the first t − 1 rounds the
proposer is an adversary, so that the proposed block is rejected and we reach round t < f . At round
t, the block is valid with probability

n−f
(n−f )+(f −(t−1))

=

n−f
n−t+1

and invalid with the complementary

probability. Suppose that during the first t − 1 rounds all opportunistic followed the prescribed
strategy. Consider one opportunistic player, who anticipates that the other opportunistic players
will follow the prescribed strategy at round t and all opportunistic players will follow that strategy
afterwards. If the opportunistic player follows the prescribed strategy, then if the block is valid it
is accepted, while if it is invalid the block is not accepted and we move to the next round. What
happens if instead the opportunistic player deviates from the prescribed strategy by sending a
vote without checking block validity. If the block is valid, it still gets n − f > ν votes and gets
accepted, while if the block is invalid, the block gets is f + 1 < ν votes and is still not accepted
and we move to the next round. If the block is not accepted and we move to the next round, if the
opportunistic player reverts to the prescribed behaviour, and the others continue to follow it, all get
the payoff obtained when the prescribed behaviour is observed during the whole game. Thus, for
the opportunistic player the prescribed behaviour and the deviation give the same payoff, except
that at round t the opportunistic player incurs cost ccheck when following the prescribed behaviour
and not when deviating. Hence following the prescribed behaviour is dominated by deviating.
Q.E.D.

Note Proposition 3 result obtains whatever the majority threshold ν, as long as f + 1 < ν. In
particular the result holds even if ν = n − f so that the votes of all opportunistic traders are needed
for the valid block to be accepted. While ν = n − f makes opportunistic players pivotal in the vote
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(if one of them fails to vote the valid block is not accepted), it does not make them pivotal in
validity checks. Thus opportunistic players are tempted to free ride on validity checking, preventing
the prescribed strategy from being an equilibrium.

6.

Equilibrium consensus

Our results, so far, are negative: While the prescribed protocol would achieve consensus, it is not
an equilibrium. Moreover, deviations from the prescribed protocol, leading to consensus failure,
constitute equilibria. Is the committee-based protocol we examine doomed to fail? Fortunately, the
answer to that question is negative. In this section we show that there exists an equilibrium in
which consensus is achieved.
To have termination and validity, it must be that, in equilibrium, while adversaries propose and
send messages for invalid blocks, sufficiently many opportunistic players find it in their own interest
to check the validity of the block and send messages in support of valid blocks. The problem in
the above analysis was that opportunistic players were tempted to free-ride, and let the others
bear the cost of checking. To avoid this situation, it must be that (at least some) opportunistic
players anticipate they are pivotal, i.e., if they fail to check block validity and send messages in
support of valid blocks, this may derail the player at their own expense. In this section, we show
present equilibrium in which the strategies of the opportunistic players imply they are endogenously
pivotal. To perform this analysis, we need to introduce two additional pieces of notation. First, we
denote by f¯ the common knowledge upper bound on the number of adversaries. Second, we denote
by f (t) the conditional expectation of f˜ given that its realization is larger than or equal to t.
In this equilibrium a key ingredient is that some opportunistic players are expected to check
validity, while others are not. It is the presence of opportunistic players who don’t check validity
that makes the other opportunistic players pivotal with some probability. As a first step in the
equilibrium construction, we start with a characterization of the expected continuation payoff of
opportunistic players in this context. To present that characterization, we rely on property P
defined below:
(t)−t+1
Definition 3 A function g satisfies property P , if g(t) = 1 + f n−t+1
g(t + 1), ∀t < f .

Equipped with that definition we can state our next proposition:
Proposition 4 Consider a candidate equilibrium in which i) some opportunistic players check the
validity of the block and send a message if and only if the block is valid, ii) the other opportunistic
players send messages without checking validity, iii) when they are proposed valid blocks are accepted
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while invalid blocks are rejected. In such an equilibrium, if it exists, on the equilibrium path the
continuation payoff, at round t, of the opportunistic players who are to check block validity is
πcheck (t) = (R − csend ) − φ(t)ccheck , ∀t ≤ f¯ + 1, with φ(f¯ + 1) = 0,

(1)

while the expected continuation payoff, at round t, of the opportunistic players who are not to check
block validity is
πsend (t) = R − ψ(t)csend , ∀t ≤ f¯ + 1, with ψ(f¯ + 1) = 1,

(2)

where both φ and ψ satisfy property P .
The intuition of Proposition 4 the following: In the candidate equilibrium invalid blocks are
rejected and, as soon as a valid block is proposed, it is accepted. When a valid block is accepted,
opportunistic participants, who all send a message, get payoff R − csend . This is the first term in
πcheck (t), reflecting that eventually a valid block will end up accepted. The second part of πcheck (t),
φ(t)ccheck , is the expected cost of checking the block validity, where φ(t) is the expected number of
times (from round t on) the player expects to check validity before a block is accepted. φ(f¯) = 1
reflects that, when round f¯ is reached, opportunistic players know this is the last time they have
to check block validity. Similarly, in πsend (t), ψ(t)ccheck , is the expected cost of sending messages,
where ψ(t) is the expected number of times the player expects to send messages before a block is
accepted. The proof of Proposition 4 offers a more detailed analysis of (1) and (2).

Proof of Proposition 4:
1) In the first part of the proof, we prove that the round t continuation payoff of opportunistic
players that are supposed to check validity is as in (1). To do so we proceed by backward induction.
First, we establish that (1) holds at round t = f¯ + 1. At round t = f¯ + 1, players know that all
f¯ previous proposers were adversary and that now there are only opportunistic proposers. So they
don’t check block validity and send a message, which gfives them payoff
R − csend ,
so that (1) holds at t = f¯ + 1.
Now turn to round t < f¯ + 1. If round t < f¯ + 1 is reached, the previous t − 1 proposers were
adversaries. There remains n − (t − 1) potential proposers. The probability that the next proposer
is adversary is
f (t) − (t − 1)
,
n−t+1
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and, with the complementary probability,
n − f (t)
n−t+1
the next proposer is opportunistic.
Then we prove that if (1) holds at t + 1 ≤ f¯ + 1, i.e.,
πcheck (t + 1) = R − csend − φ(t + 1)ccheck ,
then (1) holds at round t. Suppose the opportunistic player follows the equilibrium strategy of
checking and sending iff the block is valid. Its expected gain from round t on is
−ccheck +

n − f (t)
f (t) − (t − 1)
(R − csend ) +
πcheck (t + 1),
n−t+1
n−t+1

where the first term is the cost of checking the block at round t, the second term is the probability
that the block is valid and accepted multiplied by the payoff in that case, and the third term is the
probability that the block is invalid and rejected multiplied by the payoff in that case. Substituting
the value of πcheck (t + 1) from (1) evaluated at round t + 1, the expected gain writes as
−ccheck +

n − f (t)
f (t) − (t − 1)
(R − csend ) +
(R − csend − φ(t + 1)ccheck ).
n−t+1
n−t+1

That is



f (t) − (t − 1)
R − csend − 1 +
φ(t + 1) ccheck ,
n−t+1
which, using property P , is R − csend − φ(t)ccheck . Consequently, (1) holds at round t.
2) In the second part of the proof, we prove that the round t continuation payoff of opportunistic
players that are not supposed to check validity is as in (2):
Again, we proceed by backward induction, proving that if the property is satisfied at round
t + 1 ≤ f¯ + 1, i.e., πsend (t + 1) = R − ψ(t + 1)csend , then it is satisfied at round t. Suppose the
opportunistic player follows the equilibrium strategy of not checking blocks’ validity and always
sending a message. On the equilibrium path its expected gain from round t on is
csend +

n − f (t)
f (t) − t + 1
R+
πsend (t + 1),
n−t+1
n−t+1

where the first term is the cost of sending a message at round t, the second term is the probability
that the block is valid and accepted multiplied by the payoff in that case, and the third term is the
probability that the block is invalid and rejected multiplied by the payoff in that case. Substituting
the value of πsend (t + 1) from (2) evaluated at t + 1, the expected gain writes as
−csend +

n − f (t)
f (t) − t + 1
R+
(R − ψ(t + 1)csend ).
n−t+1
n−t+1
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That is


f (t) − t + 1
R− 1+
ψ(t + 1) csend ,
n−t+1
which, by Property P , is R − ψ(t)csend .
Q.E.D.

Relying on Proposition 4, we now describe more precisely our candidate equilibrium and prove
that it is indeed an equilibrium. Before doing so, we need to introduce some notation: Denote the
highest index of all adversary players by iA ; formally, iA = max{i : θi = θa } and define:
α(t) =

(n − t + 1)φ(t) − (f (t) − (t − 1))(1 − Pr(f = f¯|f ≥ t − 1) Pr(iA ≤ n − ν + f¯ + 1|θt = θa , f = f¯))φ(t + 1)
(f (t) − t + 1) Pr(f = f¯|f ≥ t − 1) Pr(iA ≤ n − ν + f¯ + 1|θt = θa , f = f¯)

and
β(t) =

1
− 1.
¯
Pr(f = f |f ≥ t − 1) Pr(iA ≤ n − ν + f¯ + 1|θt = θa , f = f¯)

α(t) and β(t) are complicated functions, for which closed form solutions are not readily available,
but they depend only on exogenous parameters and are themselves exogenous objects.7
Equipped with these notations, we can now state our next proposition:
Proposition 5 If the cost κ of accepting an invalid block is large enough, in that
κ > α(t)ccheck − β(t)csend , ∀t < f,
and the reward is large enough in that


n−t+1
n−t+1
R ≥ max
csend , csend +
ccheck , t ≤ f¯ + 1,
n − f (t)
n − f (t)

(3)

(4)

then there exists a Perfect Bayesian Nash equilibrium achieving consensus, in which the strategy
of opportunistic players is the following:

 As proposer, a opportunistic player proposes a valid block, while an adversary proposes an
invalid block.

 At any round t ≤ f¯, when receiving a proposed block, (i) the opportunistic players with index
i ∈ {t, . . . , n − ν + f¯+ 1} check the block validity and send a message only if the block is valid, while
(ii) the opportunistic players with index i ∈ {n − ν + f¯ + 2, . . . , n} do not check the validity of the
block but send a message, and (iii) adversaries check the blocks’ validity and send a message if and
only if the block is invalid.
7

In economics exogenous parameters (concerning, e.g., technologies or prefeences) are given and cannot be modified
by agents. In contrast, endogenous variables result from the choices made by the agents.
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 If round t = f¯ + 1 is reached, opportunistic players send a message without checking if the
block is valid. At this point the block is valid and accepted. So in equilibrium termination occurs no
later than round f¯ + 1.
On the equilibrium path, invalid blocks (proposed by adversaries) are rejected, while valid blocks
(proposed by opportunistic players) are accepted. This implies that, if round t = f¯ + 1 is reached,
the players know that the number of adversaries was f¯ and that during the f¯ previous rounds the
proposers were adversaries (to draw this inference, the opportunistic players use their anticipation
that all participants play equilibrium strategies). Consequently, at round f¯ + 1, the proposer must
be opportunistic, and all players anticipate the proposed block is valid. So, no opportunistic player
needs to check the validity of the block but all send a message, which brings them expected gain
equal to R − csend . This is larger than their gain from deviating (e.g., by not sending a message or
by checking the block.)
Similarly, at rounds t ≤ f¯, players know that all t − 1 previous proposers were adversaries and
expect that there remains f (t) − t + 1 adversaries with index strictly larger than t − 1. In this
context, do the equilibrium strategies of the opportunistic players preclude acceptance of an invalid
block by adversary processes? To examine this point, consider the maximum possible number of
messages that can be sent if the proposer is an adversary. In equilibrium the ν − f¯− 1 players with
indexes strictly larger than n − ν + f¯ + 1 are to send a message without checking it. The worst
case scenario (maximizing the number of messages sent when the block is invalid) is that none of
these players are adversaries and that f = f¯. In that case, in equilibrium, the number of messages
sent when the block is invalid is f¯ + (ν − f¯ − 1) = ν − 1, so that we narrowly escape validation
of the invalid block. If, in that worst case scenario one of the opportunistic players deviated from
equilibrium and sent a message without checking the block, this would lead to accepting an invalid
block. Thus, in that sense, the opportunistic players with index lower than n − ν + f¯+ 1 are pivotal.
Hence they check block validity, because, under the condition stated in the proposition, the cost
of accepting an invalid block is so large that opportunistic players do not want to run the risk of
tipping the balance.
One could worry that the equilibrium in Proposition 5 is a bit complex, making it hard for players
to discover equilibrium and coordinate on it. This difficulty could be circumvented by modifying the
prescribed protocol. In the prescribed protocol all players are instructed to check block validity. In
the modification of the prescribed protocol we suggest, players would be instructed to check block
validity if and only if their index is strictly lower than n − ν + f¯ + 2. Proposition 5 implies that,
when opportunistic processes expect the others to follow the modified prescribed protocol, their
best response is to also follow the modified prescribed protocol: following the modified prescribed
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protocol is an equilibrium, and it achieves consensus. Thus, the modified prescribed protocol can be
interpreted as a way to make equilibrium consensus a focal point, in the sense of Schelling (1960).
Proof of Proposition 5: 1) Our first step is to rule out possible deviations for adversaries. If
an adversary deviated by sending a valid block, the block would be immediately accepted, which
would not make the adversary strictly better off. Moreover, since adversaries neglect the costs of
checking validity and sending messages, they weakly prefer to check validity and send messages for
invalid blocks, although these two actions have no impact on the outcome of the protocol.
2) The second step is to note that opportunistic players strictly prefer to propose a valid block
than an invalid one. This is because, if the opportunistic player follows the equilibrium strategy
of proposing a valid block, it is accepted and the proposer is rewarded, while if the opportunistic
player proposes an invalid block, it is rejected, and we move to the next round, in which case, in
equilibrium, the player gets at most R − ccheck − csend and possibly less.
3) The third step is to analyze the actions of the opportunistic players when they receive blocks
at round t = f¯ + 1. At that round, all players know the proposer must be opportunistic and the
proposed block valid. In equilibrium, no opportunistic checks validity but all send a message. Any
other action would be dominated.
4) The fourth step is to analyze the actions of the opportunistic players with index i ∈ {t, . . . , n −
ν + f¯+ 1} when they receive blocks at round t < f¯+ 1. On the equilibrium path, these opportunistic
players check block validity. To prove equilibrium we must show they prefer to do so rather than
deviating once, by voting without checking, and then returning to their equilibrium strategy. When
round t is reached, players know that the t − 1 previous proposers where adversaries. So the average
fraction of adversaries, among the n − t + 1 players who have not been proposers yet is f (t)−(t−1)
. In
n−t+1
this context, if the next proposer is an adversary, iA ≤ n − ν + f¯+ 1 and f = f¯, then an opportunistic
player who is supposed to check block validity is pivotal. Indeed, in that case the f¯ adversaries vote
for the block, as well as the n − (n − ν + f¯ + 2) + 1 = ν − f¯ − 1 opportunistic players who are not
supposed to check validity. So, if an opportunistic player who is supposed to check block validity
deviates and votes without checking, the total number of votes is f¯ + (ν − f¯ − 1) + 1 = ν so the
block is accepted. On the other hand, if f < f¯ or iA > n − ν + f¯ + 1, then an opportunistic player
who is supposed to check block validity is not pivotal. Thus, the expected gain from the one-shot
deviation “vote without checking” at round t is


f − (t − 1)
1−
(R − csend )
n−t+1
f (t) − (t − 1)
+
Pr(f = f¯|f ≥ t − 1) Pr(iA ≤ n − ν + f¯ + 1|θt = θa , f = f¯) (R − csend − κ)
n−t+1
f (t) − (t − 1)
+
(1 − Pr(f = f¯|f ≥ t − 1) Pr(iA ≤ n − ν + f¯ + 1|θt = θa , f = f¯)) (π(t + 1) − csend ) .
n−t+1
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 The first term is the expected payoff of the deviating opportunistic player from the case in

which the current block is valid and therefore immediately accepted.
 The second term is the expected payoff of the deviating player in the “worst case scenario” in

which he was pivotal and triggered acceptance of an invalid block.
 The third term corresponds to the case in which the deviating opportunistic player is not

pivotal, and the invalid block is not accepted so that we move to the next round.
Substituting the value of πcheck (t + 1) = R − csend − φ(t + 1)ccheck , the expected continuation value
of the deviating player is



f − (t − 1)
1−
(R − csend )
n−t+1

f (t) − (t − 1)
Pr(f = f¯|f ≥ t − 1) Pr(iA ≤ n − ν + f¯ + 1|θt = θa , f = f¯) (R − csend − κ)
n−t+1
f (t) − (t − 1)
+
(1 − Pr(f = f¯|f ≥ t − 1) Pr(iA ≤ n − ν + f¯ + 1|θt = θa , f = f¯)) (R − csend − φ(t + 1)ccheck − csend ) .
n−t+1
+

Or
f (t) − (t − 1)
Pr(f = f¯|f ≥ t − 1) Pr(iA ≤ n − ν + f¯ + 1|θt = θa , f = f¯)κ
n−t+1
f (t) − (t − 1)
−
(1 − Pr(f = f¯|f ≥ t − 1) Pr(iA ≤ n − ν + f¯ + 1|θt = θa , f = f¯)) (φ(t + 1)ccheck + csend ) .
n−t+1

R − csend −

The equilibrium condition is that this deviation payoff must be lower than the equilibrium continuation payoff of the player
R − csend − φ(t)ccheck .
That is
f (t) − (t − 1)
Pr(f = f¯|f ≥ t − 1) Pr(iA ≤ n − ν + f¯ + 1|θt = θa , f = f¯)κ
n−t+1
f (t) − (t − 1)
−
(1 − Pr(f = f¯|f ≥ t − 1) Pr(iA ≤ n − ν + f¯ + 1|θt = θa , f = f¯)) (φ(t + 1)ccheck + csend )
n−t+1
≤ R − csend − φ(t)ccheck .

R − csend −

That is
f (t) − (t − 1)
Pr(f = f¯|f ≥ t − 1) Pr(iA ≤ n − ν + f¯ + 1|θt = θa , f = f¯)κ ≥ φ(t)ccheck
n−t+1
f (t) − (t − 1)
−
(1 − Pr(f = f¯|f ≥ t − 1) Pr(iA ≤ n − ν + f¯ + 1|θt = θa , f = f¯)) (φ(t + 1)ccheck + csend ) .
n−t+1
Or
(f (t) − (t − 1)) Pr(f = f¯|f ≥ t − 1) Pr(iA ≤ n − ν + f¯ + 1|θt = θa , f = f¯)κ ≥ (n − t + 1)φ(t)ccheck
−(f (t) − (t − 1))(1 − Pr(f = f¯|f ≥ t − 1) Pr(iA ≤ n − ν + f¯ + 1|θt = θa , f = f¯)) (φ(t + 1)ccheck + csend ) .
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κ≥
(n − t + 1)φ(t) − (f (t) − (t − 1))(1 − Pr(f = f¯|f ≥ t − 1) Pr(iA ≤ n − ν + f¯ + 1|θt = θa , f = f¯))φ(t + 1)
ccheck
(f (t) − (t − 1)) Pr(f = f¯|f ≥ t − 1) Pr(iA ≤ n − ν + f¯ + 1|θt = θa , f = f¯)
(1 − Pr(f = f¯|f ≥ t − 1) Pr(iA ≤ n − ν + f¯ + 1|θt = θa , f = f¯))
−
csend .
Pr(f = f¯|f ≥ t − 1) Pr(iA ≤ n − ν + f¯ + 1|θt = θa , f = f¯)
which by definition is equivalent to
κ > α(t)ccheck − β(t)csend ,
as stated in the proposition.
The other possible deviations for the opportunistic player supposed to check block’s validity are
easier to rule out:
First, the player could do nothing (neither check nor send). Relative to the equilibrium payoff,
this deviation economizes the cost of checking (ccheck ). If the current proposer is an adversary,
from time t + 1 on the player then obtains the same payoff after this one-shot deviation as on the
equilibrium path. If the current proposer is opportunistic, the block gets accepted, but the player
does not earn any reward. So the deviation is dominated if
n − f (t)
(R − csend ) ≥ ccheck ,
n−t+1
which holds under condition (4).
Second, the player could check the block validity, and then send a message irrespective of whether
the block is valid or not. This would generate a lower payoff than the main deviation, shown above
to be dominated.
Third, the player could check validity but then send no message. When the current proposer is
an adversary, this one-shot deviation yields the same payoff as the equilibrium strategy. When the
current proposer is opportunistic, this deviation yields a payoff of −ccheck , which is lower than the
equilibrium payoff R − csend − ccheck .
Fourth, the player could check the block’s validity and send a message only if the block is invalid,
which is trivially dominated.
5) The fifth step is to analyze the actions of the opportunistic players with index i ∈ {n − ν + f¯+
2, ..., n} when they receive blocks at round t < f¯ + 1. In equilibrium, these opportunistic players
send messages without checking blocks’ validity. To finalize the proof we need to show they prefer
to follow this equilibrium strategy rather than deviating.
First, consider the possibility to abstain from sending a message. This economizes the costs csend ,
but, in case the block is valid and accepted, this implies the agent loses the reward R. So, the
deviation is dominated if
n − f (t)
R ≥ csend ,
n−t+1
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which holds under condition (4).
Second, consider the possibility of checking validity and sending a message only for valid blocks.
This deviation would imply the agent would have to incur the cost of checking (ccheck ), but it would
economize the cost of sending a message when the block is invalid. So the deviation is dominated
if
ccheck ≥

f (t) − t + 1
csend ,
n−t+1

which holds, since by assumption ccheck ≥ csend .
Other deviations, such as checking validity but never sending messages, or checking validity and
always sending messages, or checking validity and sending only if the block is invalid, are trivially
dominated.
Q.E.D.

7.

Conclusion

In distributed ledgers, such as blockchains, there is no central authority. The advantage is that this
eliminates the risk of a malevolent central authority harming network participants. The drawback
is that this creates the risk of coordination failures and free riding. We show that coordination
failures can arise concerning vote messages. This is because a minimum number of votes is requested
for a decision to be made, so that sending a vote is useless when the others don’t vote. In that
sense, votes are strategic complements. We also show there can be free riding concerning validity
checks. In contrast with votes, validity checks are strategic substitutes: a player prefers not to check
validity if he/she expects the others to check. Thus, we show that, because of coordination failures
and free-riding, there exist equilibria in which Termination or Validity fail. On the other hand,
we also show that there exists an equilibrium in which consensus (with Termination and Validity)
is achieved. An important issue is how to avoid bad equilibria, without consensus. We suggest a
modification of the prescribed protocol to make equilibrium consensus a focal point in the sense
of Schelling (1960). Another promising approach to ensuring desirable equilibrium outcomes is to
rely on global games and mechanism design, as in Auer et al. (2021).
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